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A B S T R A C T . The mul t ivaria te model, where no t only parame ters of the mean 
value of the observation ma tr ix, bu t also some other parame ters occur in con-
straints, is considered in the paper. Some basic inference is presented under the 
condition that the covariance ma tr ix is either unknown, or par t ia l ly unknown, or 
known. 
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1. Introduc t ion 
The multivariate regression model, where not only parameters of the mean 
value matrix but also other parameters are involved in the constraints (con-
straints of the type II) is dealt with. 
As a motivation example the following problem can serve. A group of points 
on the Earth surface is a basis for an investigation of the recent crustal move-
ment. At different times £ 1 , . . . , t m , positions of points are estimated, e.g. by 
navigation satellites (GPS). After m measurements, i = 1 , . . . , ra, estimated co-
ordinates of the investigated points are at our disposal. If they are on the same 
Earth block, they must satisfy some constraints because their relative position 
are not changed. If they are not on the same block, then in the constraints 
some new parameters occur. These new parameters characterize unknown shifts 
among different blocks. 
The aim of the paper is to contribute to the theory of such models. 
2000 M a t h e m a t i c s S u b j e c t C l a s s i f i c a t i o n : Pr imary 62J05. 
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2. Notation and auxiliary statements 
The investigated model will be denoted as 
Y ~ n m (XBi, £ ® I), GiBi + G2B2 + G0 = O. (1) 
Here Y_ is an n x m random matrix with the mean value E(Y_) = XBi, X is an 
n x k\ known matrix (design matrix), Bi is an ki x m matrix of the unknown 
parameters (coordinates of the investigated points), Gi,G2 and Go are given 
matrices of the type q x k\, q x k2 and q x m, respectively, and B2 is a q x k2 
matrix of unknown parameters occurring in the constraints only. The rows of the 
random matrix Y_ are independent and their common covariance matrix is S . 
The model is regular if the rank r(X) of the matrix X is r (X n ^ 1 ) = k\ < n, 
r (Gi , G2) = q < k\ + k2 and r(G2) = k_ < q. The matrix S is positive definite 
(P.d.). 
The model can be rewritten as 
0. (2) 
vec( V) ~ n m [(I <g> X)vec(Bi), £ ® I], 
(I ® Gi)vec(Bi) + (I O G2)vec(B2) + vec(G0 
(Here vec(A) = vec(a i , . . . , am) = (a[,..., a'm)'.) 
The notation can be compared with the notation of the univariate regression 
model with constraints of the type II 
^ ^ ( X * ^ , ^ * ) , GlJ3_ + G_02 + go = O, 
r(X;, f c l) = k_ < n, r(G\{qki),Gl{qM)) = q < k_ + k2, r(G*UqM)) = k2 < q. 
Thus it is useful to state some results from the theory of univariate regular linear 
models with constraints of the type II. 
In the following text the notation from [6] is used, i.e. if A is an m x n 
matrix, then A - is an n x m matrix with the property A A - A = A. If N is 
an n x n positive semidefinite matrix, then A~ ,N^ 
property V{y G Jt = {Au : u G Rn}} AA^{N)y 
V{x : Ax = y} \\A^N)y\\ = ^ ( A " ( i V ) ) ' NA" ( A r )y < ||x||_v- The symbol A+ 
means the nxm matrix such that AA+A = A, A + A A + = A + , AA+ = (AA+) ; , 
(A+A)r = A+A. Further PA = AA+ = A (A'A)A, MA = I - PA. 
LEMMA 2 .1. Let C* = ( X * ) ^ ^ * ) - ^ * . Then 
is an n x m matrix with the 
y & V{y G ^ ( A ) } 
(X*)', (G*)[ 
















x ( C * ) " 1 ( X * ) ' ( S * ) - \ 
12] = ( C * ) - Ҷ G Î ) ' [ M G _ G Î ( C * ) - Ҷ G * ) ' M G . ]
+ , 
___ = -{ [ (G5)1- [ G Î ( C . ) - Ҷ G . ) 1 ]}
, G_(C')-ҶX*) '(_*)-\ 
____] = |[(G_) ]m[G*(C*)-ҶG*)']} • 










O, (G_ )' 

























xGKC*)-\Gt)' - X * ( C * ) - 1 ( G * ) ' [ ( G ; ) ' ] - [ G . ( C , ) _ 1 ( G , ) , ] ( G ^ ) ' 
= X*(C*)-\G*)' - X*(C*)-1(G*)'[G*(C*)"1(G_)' 
+G.(G_)']-1 - [G_(C*)-\G_)' + G^G,)']-1 
xG_{(G_)'[G_(C*)"1(G*)' + G_(G_)']-1G_}"1(G_)'[G_(C*)-1(G*)' 
+G^(G^)']-1}[G*(C*)- I(G*)' + G^(G^)']-X*(C*)-1(G_)'[G_(C*)-1 






= [M G .G*(C)-
1 (G*) 'M G . ]
+ [G*(C)- 1 (G*) ' + G*2(G*2)'}, 
[MGJG*(C*)-
1(G*)'MG.]
+ = [G*(C*)-1(G*)' + G^G*.)']-1 
-[G*(C*)- 1(GÍ)' + G^(G*)']-1GS{(GS)'[G*(C*)-1(G*)' 
+G;(G*)'2]-
1G*.}~1[(G*.)'G*(C*r1(G*)' + G*.^*,)']"1 
and 
= [G*(C)- 1(G*)' + GS(G^)']-1G^{(GS)'[G*(C*)-1(G*)' 
+ G * . ( G * . ) ' ] - 1 G * . } _ 1 
must be taken into account in order to prove (ii). • 
COROLLARY 2.2. In the regular univariate linear model with constraints II the 
BLUEs of the parameters j3l and (32 can be expressed with respect to Lemma 2.1 





= [ГГJY* +Q2](-gь) 
= ř 3 1 -(C*)-
1 (G*)'[M G .G*(C*)-
1 (G*)'M G . ]
+ (G* / 3 1 + S -o), 
= ( C * ) - Ҷ X * ) ' ( £ * ) - 1 У * , 
[2ľ]У* +[22](-go) = - {[(G2Л- [ G Î (c.)-ҷ G î П } ' 
x(G*ft+gb), 
= ( C T 1 - (C*)- 1(G*)'[MG.G*(C*)"
1(G*)'MG.]
+G*(C*)- 1, 
= {(G^)'[G*(C*)-1(GÍ)' + GJÍG*.)']-^*.}"1 - I, 
= -(C*)-1(G*)'[G*(C*)-1(G*)' + G*.^*.)']"^*. 
x{(G^)'[G*(C*)-1(G*)' + G ; ( G 2 ) r 1 G ; } _ 1 . 
COROLLARY 2.3. Using the model (2) in relationships from Corollary 2.2 we 
have in the model (2) and (1), respectively, 
vec(Bi) = vec(Bi) - [E <g> (X'X)"1] (I <g> Gi) 
x {M(/(8G2)(I <g> GO [S <g> (X'X)"
1] (I ® Gi )M ( / ^ G 2 ) }
+ vec(G1B1 + G0). 
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Since M(/(g)G2) = I ® MG 2 , we can write 
{M(/(8G2)(I ® GO [E ® (X'X)"








vec(B!) = vec(Bi) - ( I ® I ( X ' X ) " ^ ; [ M G . G ^ X ' X ) - ^ ' ^ ^ 
x vec(GiB! + Go) 
= vecJBi - (X'X^Gi [M^G^X^^GiMG^Cd-! + G0)}, 
vec(Bi) = 11 ® [(X'X)-1^] | vec( V) = vec[(X'X)-1X'y]. 
Analogously 
vec(B2) = -{l® G^ m { ( r e G l ) [ E o g ( x , x ) - i ] ( / 0 G i ) } ] vec(GiB! + G0) 
= - { l ® [(G'2)- [Gl(JC,*)_!-]] } vec(Gi§i + Go) 
= vec{- [(Gi)~ [ G l ( x ,x )_1 G i ]] (GiBi + G 0 ) | , 
Var[vec(B\)] = _ ® {MG[MG2 (X'X)MG[MG2 }
+ , 
Var[vec(B2)] = _ ® ( { G ^ G I C X ' X ^ G I + G2G'2]"
1G2}"
1 - l) , 
covfvecCBO.vecCla)] = - S ® [(X'X)-1G'1(G'2)- [Gi(x,x)_1G/i ] . 
3. Estimation of parameters of __ 
The matrix __ can be either known, or known partially, or it is fully unknown. 
Three typical situations occur. The matrix is of the form __ = cr2V., where V is 
ra x m p.d. known matrix and a2 £ (0, oo) is an unknown parameter. The other 
v 
form is S = ^ ^iV;, where V i , . . . , Vp, are given mxm symmetric matrices and 
i = i 
# _= (#1 ? . . . ,i/p)' is an unknown vector parameter, & E d_ C R
p (p-dimensional 
Euclidean space), $ an open set. The last possibility is that S is fully unknown. 
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Let the residual matrix Y_ — XBi be denoted as v_u. With re pect to Corol 
lary 2.3 
vn - v + X(X'X)~
lG[ MG aGi(X'X)
 1G ,1MGa] + (GiB1 + G0), 
where v=Y- XB1 - Y X(XX)
1XY MXY and Bx is the BLUE in th 
model vec( Y_) ~ n m [(I eg X) vec(Bi), E (g) I] without constraints. 
Obviously 
vec(vJJ) ~ n m [0, E <g> ( M x + PX(X'X) ^G[MG2)} 
(the matrices v and Bi are uncorrelated). 
LEMMA 3 .1 . Let n x m matrix U be normally d^stributed, z.e. 
v e c ( U ) ~ j N n m ( 0 , E W), 
where m x m matrix E is p.d.. Then U'W~U ~ W m ( r (W), E) (Wishart distr -
bution). 
P r o o f . Let W = JJ7, where J is n x r(W) matrix, r(J) r (W). Let K be 
n x r(W) matrix with the property r(K) — r(W), K'J — I. Then 
(l®K')vec(U) ~ Nr{Wm)(0,V I), 
i.e. the rows of the matrix K'U are independent and they have the common 
covariance matrix E. Therefore 
U'KK'U U'W+U - W m ( r (W), E) . 
Since JK(\}) C J/(\N) with probability 1, U'W+U = U'W U for any g-irrverse 
of the matrix W. 
COROLLARY 3.2. It is valid that 
V'JJVJJ ~ Wm(n + q - (h + k2), E) . 
P r o o f . Since Mx + Px(X'X) lG' MG is
 a n id mpotent matrix, thus the identity 
matrix is also its g-inverse and 
r ( M x + Px(X'X) I G ' M G 2 ) - T r ( M x + Px(X'X) *G_M ) 
= T r ( M x ) + r (GiM G 2 ) = n - fci + q - k2. 
T r e last equality is implied by th> relationship 
r ( { | ) - q = K G i M c J + r(G2) r ^ M c J + k2. 
a 
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LEMMA 3.3. If Y_ is normally distributed and XI = O~2V, i.e. 
vec(ujj) ~ IVnm{0, a
2 [V ® ( M x + PX(X'X)-^G_MG_ )] }> 
then the estimator of a2, which is unbiased and with the minimum variance, is 
Y2 
~2 -TV./ / \/ — l\/[ ( , 7 7 M 2 A-m(n+q—ki—k2) 
on = TV(J/JJ»/JJV ) / ra(n + 9 - ki - k_)\ ~ <r ^ — - — H r r -
ra(n + q — ki — K2) 
P r o o f . Since V - 1 eg) I is a g-inverse of the matrix 
V ® (M X + PX(X'X)-iG_MG_), 
thus the expression in the statement is only a transcription of the well known 
formula from the theory of linear univariate models 
ò2u = [vec(vп)]'{V
 г ® I) vec(vп)/[m(n + q - Һ - k2)}. 
• 
If Y_ is not normally distributed, then ajj is still at least unbiased estimator 
ofO-2. 
v 
THEOREM 3.4. Let £ = ^ t^V^, V i , . . . , \lv, known nxn symmetric matrices, 
I=i 
$ — ($i? • • • ? $p)7 € 2? (open set) and let $0 ^e a n approximate value of the vector 
i9. T/ien t/ie 'OQ-MINQUE of an estimable function /?'#, tf e _9, is 
^ _ p 
*V0 = J2 Xi Mv'iiVn'Zo1 V i S o " 1 ) / ^ + 9 - fei - fc2), SE - i A = /1, 
I=l 
where 
S 0 = X i ^ V i , {S.,-.}.,,- = T r í S o ^ i S o
1 ^ - ) , i , j = l , . . . , p . 
І = l 
I/ lbe matrix S E -i is regular, then 
•д = 
/ n( j4 j J /_ j jEo
1 V 1 :Eo
1 ) \ 
: S"Í! 
n + g — k\ — k2 so 
V T r O ^ j ^ E - ' V p E o 1 ) / 




Пi + g - fci - k2 Eo 
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P r o o f . In the univariate regular linear model with constraints II, i.e. Y* ~ n 
(x*/3, f: wX g0 + Gift + G*2(32 = 0, it is valid 
V 2 = 1 ' 
m = g Ai,;/(SS)-
1Vi(So)-1u/ / ) S ( M x . M ( G j ) , ^ S S M X . M ( G I ) , M G 5 ) + A = H. 
If the matrix S ( M E J A / X . M )+ is regular, then 
< G l ' M G * l ^ l ' MG% 
/ ^(SV^S^ 1^ 
1 9 S ^ « « ( G J , - M O .
E 3 ^ - « ( C J , ' M G . 
In the multivariate model it means 
V «4/(SVVP(--V''// 
p 
''<? = J ^ A , [ v e c ( u / / ) ]
/ ( S ^ 1 ® l)(Vť ® W S "
1 ® I) vec(j/7/) 
Ž = I 
p 
= J2 *i T r ^ ^ S o 1 ViSo1), S,A = h, 
2 = 1 
-1 + 
where 
* = K ^ > - W i , - ( i , 0 a , (So ® ' ) M ( / f l W C ) M ( / 0 O l ) 1 # ( f a O a ) 
= M ( / ® X ) ( / ® M G , M G 2 ) 
Since 
M ( / x ) м ( / G І ) M ( / G 2 ) 
j ] = l ® M л - м 
* = 
{S4І,.,- = Ћ 
- M(I9X)M(I9a>iUl9Mg9) 
= M [ / ® ( X M G , M G 2 
( | ® M X M G , M O J ( S 0 ® I ) ( | ( 
= S 0 -




' ( V ® MXMG,MG2) (VÍ ® I) (SoT
1 ® M X M G , M G 2 ) (V, 
^ ( M ^ M G i M G 2 ) = [ n - r ( M G 1 M G J 
o-^iSo-1^) = {n - [h - r (GiMoJDTrCSo-ViSo1^-) 
-A 2)]Tr(S--ViSň
1V,-) = » 
LV " Л ' " G І M G 2 У
 v * ~ ' V " ~—л™G\MG2)K 
- - T г í S o - Ч E o - î l г ^ M ^ ^ J  [ - r ( м G 1 M G j ; 
x TríSo-^ViSГІV,) = { n - [kx - Г ^ M G J J І T Г Г S ^ V S Г 1 ) 
= [n + q-(ki+ k2)} Tr(S 0 -
1 ViS 0 -
1 V i ) 
S„ = [n + ç - ( f c i + Ы ] S - - i . 
, ® l ) 
' - \KI -r K J\ J-̂ A -̂o v i ^ o 
*   ^ - ( f c i T - ^2)]SE 
Now it is obvious how to finish the proof. 
More about MINQUE cf. [7]. 
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4. Confidence regions 
The normality of the observation matrix Y_ is assumed in this section. 
An estimator 
$(Bi, B2) = T*(AiBi) + TV(A2B2) 




~JVi Ћ (A_,A2)( ll 
B2 
,Var{Tr (A Ь A 2 
B i 
вl 
Var< Tr (A Ь A 2 ) 
B i 
вl 
= Tr Ar ( M G ; M G 2 X ' X M G Í M G 2 )
+ A ; E 
+ Tr Aз^GKGi^XГ^GÌ + GaCa] ^Gз} ' - l) A'2E 
- 2 Ћ [ A 1 ( X ' X ) -
1 G ' 1 ( G І ) - [ G I ( X / X ) _ 1 G 1 ] ^ E 
(cf. Corollary 2.3). 
If XI is given, the determination of the (1 — a)-confidence interval for <_>(•,-•) 
is elementary. 
If _t_ = cr2V, where V is a given p.d. m x m matrix and a2 is an unknown 
parameter, it is sufficient to take into account Lemma 3.3, i.e. the (1 — a)-con-
fidence interval is [__, u] 
d = Tr 
Tr 
(A Ь A 2 ) 





- lm(n+g-fci-fc2) ( l - - ) àпVQi 
+ lm(n+<г-fc1-fc2) ( l - - ) Òцл/Q, 
where tm{n+q-k1-k2)(^ — f )
 1S (1 — f )-quantile of the Student distribution with 
m(n -h Q — ki — fc2) degrees of freedom, an is given by Lemma 3.3 and 
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+ Q = Tr [Ax ( M G ; M G 2 X ' X M G ; M G 2 ) + A i V 
+ Tr k ( { G ; [G1(X'X)-
1G[ + G2G'2]-
1G2y
1 \) A^V 
- 2 T r [ A 1 ( X ' X ) -
1 G ' 1 ( G ^ ) m [ G i ( _ Y / x ) 1 G i ] A^V . 
If the matrix £ is a priori unknown, its estimator v/nvu/{n + q — k\ — k2 
from Corollary 3.2 is at our disposal only. Thus the problem ari es whether tin 
estimator can be used instead of the actual matrix £ . The following statement 
can help in a decision. For the sake of simplicity a procedure is demonstrated 
on the function 4>(Bi) = Tr(ABL), where A is a given m x k\ matrix, only. (Foi 
more general situation cf. also [3].) 
THEOREM 4 .1. Let e > 0 be such small positive real number that decreasing the 
confidence level 1 a to \ — a - e can be tolerated. Let 
U 
ť 
n + q - ki - k2 
then the estimator o / £ . i.e. 
^ W 
U = A ( M G ; M G 2 X ' X M G ; M G 2 )
+ A ' . 
{ S * S + diag(S)[diag(S)]'} -< ̂ M g l l ' , 
n + q — ki — k2 
VřW) 
= v_п¥Іu/{n + q - kx k2) 
can be used for a determination of confidence region and the confidence le el % 
ai least 1 — a — e, where 1 a is a level under the known matrix £ . 
Here K = 1 — Xi(l — a — e)/\\{l — a), * means the Hadamard product of 
matrices, i.e. {K * L}2?J- — {K}ZJ{L}ZJ-. t is sufficiently large real number
 ydh 
the property that 
w. 
Y--t)/(<ri,i<rj,j ^vlj)/f>^jr-+t\/{^°j,j+v? ) f 
occurs with sufficiently large probability, f — n + q — k\ — k2, wx 3 — {W}Zi and 
-< means such ordering matrices, that K -< L means {K} 2 J {L}ZJ for all i 
and j . Symbol diag(£) means the vector of diagonal entries of the matrix £ . 
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Proof . Since W = y!nv_n ~ Wm(f, £) , / = n + q — k\ — &2, it holds Wij ~ 1 
[f<Ti,j,f((Ti,i(Tjj + (Tij)]- Obviously {£ * S + diag(E)[diag(X;)]/}.J = Ov^j + 
Of •. If 7j is sufficiently large, then regarding the Chebyshev inequality 
w, г,3 
'г,з <t\ 
' Vгл&j.j + &• Л^ 7,7 ~Г iv • • I 1 
/ Í2 
When £ is given, the (1 — a)-confidence interval for the function Tr(ABi) is 
TT(AII ) - v / X l ( l - a ) T r ( U S ) , T r ( A l i ) + y/x\(\ - a)Tr(US) 
Small changes of the entries of the matrix __. imply small changes of the bound-
aries of the interval. Let the matrix of changes 5S satisfy the inequality 
|Tr(ШE)| < ' X i ( l - Q - e 
X ? ( l - a ) J 
Tr(US) = кTr(US), 
where e > 0 is a sufficiently small number chosen in advance. Then 
(4) 
P{Tr(ABi)є Tr(AІi) - ^/xï( l-a)[Tг(UE) + |Tr(ШS)|]; 
Tr(ABi) + ^/x'i(l-ö)[Tr(US) + |Tr(ШE)|] 
> P J T T ( A B I ) 6 Tr(ABi X?( l-a)[Tr(US)- |Tr(ШS) |] ; 













pJTr(ABi) G Ir(ABi) - JX\(\ ~ a) Tr(US); Tr(ABL) 
+ v
/ x ï ( l - a ) T r ( U S ) 1 — a — є. 
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Let c > 0,(5S = cU and at the samé time |Tr(U«5E)| < K T Y ( U E ) . Then 
r - K T r ( U S ) / T r ( U 2 ) . If 
„,.„,. TrřUlE)...... Tr(US)..,, . , Tr(US) 
M l < K^éntrliuil = « + T + I I U | I = «-Tr(U2) " " ||U||2 " " A/TTTU2)"' 
then |Tr(U(JE)| < | |(JE| | | |U| | < K T T ( U S ) (cf. (4)). 
If t is sufficiently large, then \&ij — o~ij\ is smaller than tJ(o~z xc3^3 + Of ) / 
and thus the condition (3) implies the validity of the statement. 
p 
If E — __] #;Vi, then sometimes, under some condition, the confidence region 
2 - 1 
can be determined in a similar way as in Theorem 4.L 
THEOREM 4.2. Let E = £ # - V i , " A = [Tr(UV1U),. . . ,Tr(UVpU)] / and the 
2 = 1 
Olber notations be the same as in Theorem 4.1. Then 
đ : V{i = I,...,j>}|t) i-tf i |< J Ş N 
2S 
У гл 
cìů: ű = ů0 + őů, ţôů'Sт-i5ů < í "'[^("--o)]' l 
ғ J Tг(ABi) Є ^ ( A B O - d ^ í l - a J T r í U E ) , 
Ћ(AB1) + Vx í ( - -û )Ћ(UE) > 1 - a -
p 
Here E — __] ^V^, # zs aiven 6H Theorem 3.4, 7 > 0 is sufficiently small numb r 
І 1 
such that 1 — 7 can be considered as a practical certainty. 
p 
P r o o f . Analogously as in Theorem 4.1 let J E = __] V^?/- satisfy the inequality 
2 = 1 
Tr(U(5E)| = |ii^<Ji?| < tvTr(UE). A sufficient condition for the validity of this 
inequality is 
S n — 9 ../ C - 1 • - 0 2 u ' S ,1*4 
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If \u'A8-d\ < K T T ( U S ) , then 
P J ^ A B J G ^ ( A l o - ^/X?(l - a) Tr[U(S + <5S)], 
Tr(ABi) + «yX i ( l - «) 1>[U(S + <5E)] | > 1 - a - e. 
With respect to the Bonferroni rule (cf. [1, p. 492]) and the Chebyshev inequality 
p|v{z = i,... ,P}\n - *i < v^)/{7
sS'}M} -* - -* 
and thus the statement is proved. • 
R e m a r k 4 .3 . A verification of the inequality 
^^»P (5) 
can serve as a basis for a preliminary decision, whether £ can be used instead 
of the S in a construction of the confidence interval for the function Tr(ABi). 
It follows from the following consideration. 
Even the set 
{<$#: lO^'S^-KTtf < ^ j (6) 
is included into the set 
V^Я,}' 5 0 : V{i = l , . . . , p } | < S t ? . | < . y £ i y { f S - i 1 } . . | , (7) 
also the set (6) covers the actual value i9* of the parameter i9 for sufficiently large 
p/j with practical certainty. Thus (5) implies the validity of |ti^5i9| < K T T ( U 5 ] ) 
with certainty. 
In [4] the problem how large should be the value t (= --) in some situations 
is solved. It was found out that t = 3 can be sufficiently large. Thus it seems 
that the condition (5) can be sometimes too rigorous in practice. 
Until now scalar functions of the parameter matrix ( J was considered. 
A special vector function of the parameter Bi is $ (B i ) = (b'BiA7) ' , where fa is a 
ki- dimensional given vector and A is a given s x m matrix, where r(A) = s < m. 
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THEOREM 4.4. The (1 — a)-confidence ellipsoid for the function $(Bi) is 
<?*(! - a) = I u : u G # s , n+q-(fci+fc2)-g+i ( | | _ Ag/ by 
X-ÍW ,(C"fx'XMG:L )+»(" - ABib) < F. i B + í _ ( f c l + f c a ) _. + 1 (l - a) " ' ( M s i „ G 2 X ' X M G l M G 2 ) 
Proof . Since 
(A® b')vec(Bi) ~ Ns [(A® b')vec(Bi),b' ( M G > M G 2 X ' X M G ; M O 2 )
 + ĎASA' 
b' ( M G i M G 2 X ' X M G i M G 2 )
+ bAv'nvnA' 
~ Ws [n + q - h - fc2, fa' ( M G i M G 2 X ' X M G i M G 2 )
+ ĎASA'" 
and the vector (A ® b') vec(B/1) and the matrix 
b' ( M G i M G 2 X ' X M G ; M G 2 )
+ bA^jVjjA' 
are stochastically independent, the Hotelling theorem (cf. [5]) can be used, i.e. 
[(A® foVectBi) - (A® tf) vec(B\)]'[.y ( M G , M G 2 X ' X M G ; M G 2 ) + fa 
XA/rVrrA' J / i / J ' [(A ® Ь') vec(Bi) - (A ® fa') vec(Bi)] 
xП„—fcl—fc2~S + l 
where xt a n d Xh+q-k1-k2-s+i
 a r e stochastically independent. The relationship 
for the (1 — a)-confidence ellipsoid can be now easily obtained. • 
Another special vector function of Bi is ABib, where A is a s x ki given 
matrix of the rank r(A) = 5 < ki and b is a given m-dimensional given vector. 
THEOREM 4.5. Let J{[N) c J%(MG>IMGI2) and r(As^k) = s < fei, i-e. 
{A}irBib. i = l , . . . , s . are unbiasedly estimable functions with nonzero dis­
persions of their estimators. Then (1 — a)-confidence ellipsoid for the function 
$(Bi) = ABib is 
<?*(1 - a) = | u : i! e IT, (u - ABiby [A ( M G , M G 2 X ' X M G ; M G 2 )
 + A' 
x(u - Alxfc) / ( s ^ f ^ l ) < Fs,n+q_kl_k2(l - a)). 
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P r o o f . Since 
AB1b-Ns A B i Қ i У S Ь A t M ^ м ^ X M ^ м ^ + A 
tíXb = b'v!Il)LlIbl[n + q-(h + k2)} ~ tí^b
 X^+q-fci-fc2 
/ n + q — ki — k2 
the random vector ABib and the random variable f / S b are stochastically inde-
pendent and r A ( M G ; M G 2 X ' X M G ; M G 2 ) + A = s, the statement is obvious. • 
Let the (1 — a)-confidence region <£$(1 — a) must be determined for the matrix 
function $(Bi ) = ABiD, where r(Ar?/Cl) = r < ki,r(Dm?s) = s < m,.Jt(A!) C 
C # ( M G ' M G ) and it is assumed that S is known. The confidence region can be 
obtained in a standard way as a set 
«f*(l - a ) = {U r ,s : T r { (U ' - D'1'..A') [ A ( M G ; M G 2 X ' X M G ; M G 2 ) + A ' ] _ 1 
x(U - AB 1D)(D'SD)-
1 < X
2rs(l ~ « ) } } • 
In an analogous way as in the preceding part of this section, the expression for 
<?$>(1 — a) can be investigated when .£ is either unknown, or partially unknown. 
The case S is unknown will be investigated only. 
LEMMA 4.6. Let 
Q = (D 'B ' 1 A' -D 'B iA ' )A (M G ; M G 2 X'XM G 1 M c 2 )
+ A' ( A B Í D - A B Í D 
and 
r/(<5S) = T Г { Q [ D ' ( S + Ć S p ] " 1 } - T r t Q ^ S D ) " 1 ] . 
Then 
?7(<5S) = -Tг[D(D / .SD)- 1 Q(D / ED)- 1 D /á .S] 
ч í-гTг[D(D/.SD)-1D/Ä.S],2гTг[(D/.SD)-1D/Ä.SD(D /.SD)-1D /5.SD] 
P r o o f . Since 
i d l Y ^ D ' E D ) - 1 ] 
l ð S 
• { 
Tr 
» . j 
я у 
Q(D / SD)- 1 D'-5-=-D(D'SD)- 1 
Vai,j 
- г e j D ^ E D Г ^ Q ^ S D Г ^ D Ч , г ф j, 
-e!D(D'.SD)- 1 Q(D'.SD)- 1 D'e i ) i = j, 
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the random variable ry(O".S), for sumciently small O~.£, can be expressed as 
дo. г,3 i=l j = l 
n 
ź = l 
n —1 n 
- E Ę Tr[D(D/:SD)-1Q(D/:SD)-1D/(e.e< + e.e')]^,, 
i=l j = ѓ + l 
= -Tr[D(D/.SD)-1Q(D/ED)-1D'гS]. 
Let (D^ED^D^ED^ED)- 1 = U. Then 
я{-Tr[D(D/.SD)-1Q(D/:SD)-1D/<J:S]} = -£[Tr(QU)] 
^ - f ľ ^ T r J D ^ Í B i - I i У A ^ j A ÍMGì^X^XMGi^ í+A^^AÍB i - l i íDu} 
= -£Í[vec(B! - Bi)]Y(DUD') ® {AJAÍMG-м^X^XMcjм^/A']"^} 
x vec(Bi - Bi) 
(DUD') ® { Ä ' [ Ä ( M G ; M G 2 X ' X M G ; M G 2 )+A'] ~
lÄ} 
X S ® ( M G ; M G 2 X ' X M G ; M G 2 ) + ] 
= - Tr(DUD'S) Tr{A' [ A ( M G ; M G 2 X ' X M G ; M G 2 )+A']
_ 1 
' A ( M G ; M G 2 X ' X M G ; M G 2 ) + } = -Tr[D(D
/:SD)-1D/í:SD(D/:SD)-1D/:s] 
x Tr{ [A(M G ; M G 2 X ' X M G ; M Ű 2 )+A']
_ 1
 A ( M G ; M G 2 X ' X M G ; M G 2 )+A'} 
= - T r 
-rTr[(D/.SDY1D\ЯSD] 
Further 
Var[Tr(UQ)] = Var{(Bi - B)'A'[A(MG ; M G 2X'XMG ; M c 2)+N] ' 
;A(Bi-l)DUD'} = Var [vec(Bi - Bi)]Y(DUD') ® { A ' [ A ( M G ; M G 2 X ' 
X X M G ; M G 2 ) + A
/ ] _ 1 A } ) vec(Bi - l x ) 
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= 2Tr ((DUD') ® {A'^MGiM^X'XMGiAfcJ+A'r 'A}) 
X [ E ® ( M G ; M G 2 X ' X M G Í M G 2 ) + ] I = Tr(DUD'SDUD'S) 
xTr|A'[A(MG ; M G 2X'XMG i M G 2)+A']-
1A 
x (MGiMG2 X'XMGi MG2)+A' [A(MG;MG2 X ' X M G ; M G 2 )+A']"
L 
A(MG i M G 2X'XMG i M G 2)+| = 2Tr[D(D'SD)-
1D<5ED(D'SD)-1 
xD'ED(D'ED)-1D'íED(D'SD)-1D'E]Tr(l r i r) 
= 2rTr[(D'SD)-1D'<5ED(D'SD)-1D'áED]. 
D 
THEOREM 4.7. Let t > 0 be a given sufficiently large number and let o".£ satisfy 
the inequality 
-rTV[(D /SD)-1D /5SD] + ty /2rTV[(D /SD)-1D /5SD(D ,SD)-1D /5ED] 
< x 2 a ( i - a ) - x ? . s ( l - « - e ) (8) 
for a given e > 0. Then 
pJABiD 6 {u r , s : Tr{(U - AB1D)'[A(MG;MG2X'XMGiMG2)+A
/]"1 
x(U - ABxD)} < X r s ( l - a)}\ > 1 - a - e. 
1 - 1 
Proof . With respect to Lemma 4.6 
TrKU-ABiDy^M^^X 'XMGiMoJ+A' ] " 
x(U - AB1D)[D'(S + S E p ] -
1 } 
= X r s - Tr[D(D'SD)-
1Q(D'SD)-1D'«5S] = xls + r,{5V). 
If <5S satisfy inequality (8), then ??(<5S) is with sufficiently high probability 




rs + r?(<5S) < X r s ( l - a)} « P { X r s < X r s ( i _ a ) _ 6} 




Remark 4.8. For a first orientation let SY, — cE, c > 0. Thcn 
rTr[(D':ED)-1D/<ЯSD] + / d 2 r T r [ ( D / S D ) - Ч Э 'áSD(D'SD) iD'<Я2D] 
6 
= —rsc + tv2rsc2 < 5 => c < -==, \5al:J| c <j 7 , 
—rs -f t\J2rs 
what means that |oVz,j| < cWi,j\ implies a smaller destroy of the confidence le\el 
than e > 0. Since 
Г f e ^ ^ м ^ + ^ ) ) ' rc + g • 
we must have at our disposal the degrees of freedom n + q ki — k2 for the 
Wishart matrix large enough that at least 
ai,i°M +ajj c\aid\ 
y n + q k\ — k2 
In such a case the estimator £ - lk _k v\l\_Il can be used in a determina-
tion of the (1 — cr)-confidence region for the function 3>(Bi) ABiD, instead of 
the actual matrix !£. 
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